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TALKIN’ TIMBER
Publisher’s message

With Ian Brooks

T

his is Paragon Media’s fifth issue
of TimberTrader News, and my team
and I have really enjoyed the ride so far.
I’ve always had a bit of an affinity with
timber – I love working with it, building with
it and experimenting with different species.
But since working on this magazine it’s like
a whole new world has opened up to me.
I’m continually amazed at what can be
achieved with this beautiful resource, and
the new possibilities that are opening up
with new technologies and increasing
automation is just mind-blowing.
I’m also excited to see that endconsumers are really starting to open
their eyes to the fact that timber can be
a genuinely environmentally friendly and
sustainable building product. Our cover
story this month highlights this, and
showcases some of the striking creations
that can come from recycled and reclaimed
timber – who knew the humble electricity
pole could offer so much potential?
A magazine is only as strong as its
readership, and so I’m inviting all of you
to get in touch to share your own story.
We’re always keen to hear about new
products, new projects and company
milestones and stories. We’ve added

some new sections to the magazine to
help showcase the many facets of the
industry – on page 14 we’ve introduced
a What’s New section to keep you up-todate with the very latest products being
launched, and on page 24 you’ll find The
Builder Says – a space that allow builders
to share their views, show their work
and demonstrate the many and varied
uses of timber in construction.
Think we should include something
else? We’d love to hear your ideas and
suggestions. Want to voice your opinion
about the industry? We’re all ears. In
the meantime, we’ll continue working
to improve the magazine and ensure that
we do the very best we can to represent
the timber industry and the many fantastic
people who are a part of it.

The hardwood cladding solution
the industry’s been waiting for
H

urford Wholesale recently announced
the launch of WOOD ELEMENTS. This
refined architectural cladding system has
been designed specifically to fill an existing
gap in the current market, and is set to
offer a quality cladding solution without
the hassle of engaging in multiple vendors.
“We saw the potential a cladding system
could do for this market and got to work on
superior designs,” says Bob Engwirda,
Hurford’s CEO. “We had two main objectives;
to provide our customers with the same high
standard of product quality they expect from
Hurford’s at a competitive price, and to
produce a system easy for a builder to install”.
Bob believes the collective design features
in both the cladding profiles and trims will
exceed customer’s expectations.
The beauty of WOOD ELEMENTS is that
it’s a solution to a problem the industry has
struggled with for many years – to find the
perfect technique. It allows a set and forget
methodology to be applied for the builders
who install it, giving them peace of mind.
The Hurford Group is one of the leading
companies when it comes to quality timber
products in Australia. WOOD ELEMENTS
has been formed over the past few years with
consultative feedback from industry leaders to
ensure the products performance is of marketleading standards. The profile’s collective
design features include straight-lining, double
kiln drying, end-matching, an automatic
spacing system and a moisture barrier system.
The system consists of hardwood cladding,

THE BUILDER SAYS
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ELEMENTS’ selection of beautifully-machined
Australian hardwoods installed with our
stream-line trims creates an instant impact
aesthetically and is a showpiece for any
home or commercial space”.
The visual impact WOOD ELEMENTS will
have on the design process in a commercial
or residential job is enormous but yet the
ease in which it is installed is so simplistic.
WOOD ELEMENTS can be ordered by any
timber merchant or distributor through Hurford
Wholesales national distribution network.
Download the brochure from
hurfordwholesale.com.au

Queensland & Northern Territory
Email: salesqld@hurfordwholesale.com.au
South Australia
Email: salessa@hurfordwholesale.com.au
New South Wales
Email: salesnsw@hurfordwholesale.com.au
Western Australia
Email: saleswa@hurfordwholesale.com.au
Victoria & Tasmania
Email: salesvic@hurfordwholesale.com.au

In our new section dedicated
to builders, we meet Sydney
builder Simon Tabet.

TTN361_24-25_the builders says.indd 24

designer aluminium and timber trims, plus
fixing hardware and a pre-oil options.
“I can say with confidence, after working
on the project for 18 months, that WOOD
ELEMENTS designer features are a cut-above
the typical cladding profiles currently on the
market,” says Carmen Forsyth, WOOD
ELEMENTS project co-ordinator. “The design
features are all inclusive in our pricing; there’s
no extra for end-matching or straight-lining, and
you’ve got the option to purchase specificallydesigned aluminium and timber trims, plus
the fixing hardware and pre-oil service.
“Aside from the technical attributes, WOOD

To find out more:

The
builder
says
abMac Construction is a construction
company based in Sydney’s eastern
suburbs. The business provides
comprehensive building services to
the residential and commercial markets.
Company director, licensed builder Simon
Tabet, has noticed the increased popularity
of timber being used in construction, and
can see the many benefits this brings.
“Working with timber limits the trades
that you need on site,” he says. “It’s more
cost-effective and more easily adaptable to
design changes. It’s easy to buy Australian
timber, and it’s trusted by clients.”
Simon has found that most of his
clients now want to feature timber in
some form in their home or building,
either in flooring, ceilings or joinery.
“There was a time when timber was
more out of favour, but we are now seeing
a pretty strong enthusiasm for mid-century
design, including timber flooring and timber
and veneer joinery and furniture,” he says.
“In the 1990s/early 2000s there was
stronger preference for rendered masonry.
This has definitely dropped off and most
clients are now seeking traditional timber
framing and timber finishes.”
Simon personally worked with new and
recycled timbers on the restoration of chic
Sydney dining spot Chiswick Restaurant in
Woolahra. “It was a great pleasure seeing

Is your production po

WHAT’S NEW!

the integration of new build works with
original features,” he says. “I’ve also worked
on a residential project where the owners
wanted to showcase Australian timber and
featured it in their ceiling,
deck, joinery and furniture – it sounds
over the top but it all came together
beautifully without being overwhelming.”
Simon and his team are currently working
on several commercial and residential
projects, which include a lot of detailed
timber work. Most of this work is bespoke
design and made to measure. The
company’s timber is supplied by Wayne’s
World, a local business in Sydney’s Botany.
“We have our own workshop and

www.timbertradernews.com
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“Who knew the
humble electricity
pole could offer
so much potential?”

“Timber is more
cost-effective and
more easily adaptable
to design changes.”
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State of the Industry July 2016
Results from the July survey show a overall increase in budget performance in comparison to last month
Sample size for July: 14

KEY FINDINGS
Performance against budget
• 89% made or exceeded budget (44%
higher compared to June) – consisting
of medium businesses (26%) and
small businesses (58%).
• 11% either missed budget or missed
budget badly – consisting only of small
businesses.
Staff hires
• 37% employed more staff (19%
increase compared to June). Of the
companies who employed more staff,
71% exceeded budget; the rest made
budget.
• 53% reported no changes (20% lower
compared to June).

• 11% reduced staff (3% higher
compared to June). Of the companies
who reduced staff, all made budget.

METROPOLITAN vs. REGIONAL
The majority of survey respondents for July
were located in NSW (37%), Victoria (26%)
and Queensland (21%). Respondents also
from South Australia and Tasmania.
58% of respondents were from a
metropolitan area. Of these respondents
81%made or exceeded budget (37%
higher compared to June). Whereas 42% of
respondents were from a regional area and
of these respondents, all made or exceeded
budget (50% higher compared to June).

PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS
The participants for July’s survey included

frame and truss fabricators (53%), followed
by merchants (21%) and wholesaler/
supplier/machinery/services (16%).
Responses also from flooring fetailers and/
or contractors and joinery/windows/stairs/
balustrades/cabinet makers.

PARTICIPANT COMMENTS
“The current Sydney market is strong but there
is concern due to current political uncertainty
in relation who’ll be running the country.”
– Medium frame and truss fabricator
“Housing is booming to the west of
Melbourne.” – Small frame and truss
fabricator.
“Need a government to start doing its job,
Melbourne market starting to look shaky”
– Medium merchant .

JULY : 42% Exceeded 47% Made 11% Just missed 0% Missed badly
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This survey is a guide only as to the ‘state of our industry’.

INTRODUCING THE NEW

“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
&

“H2” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:
Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood
ALSO:
Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

Phil McCormack
0438 255 118

Glenn Lawrenson
0438 255 116

Nick Arfaras
0438 255 115

Matt Leplaa
0403 724 184

www.timbertradernews.com
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Take design
to a new level.

Designed by Mitsuori Architects.
Photography by Michael Kai Photography.

If you are creating windows, floors, doors, furniture, linings,
cabinetry or stairs, you could hardly choose a more
beautiful, durable or sustainably-harvested product than
GoodWood Victorian Ash. It offers you an unbeatable
package of continuous flow throughout a home or project
and is famously easy to work, cut, stain and build with.
What’s more, GoodWood is not only straight and long, but
every single piece is carefully dried to the perfect moisture
content and internally ultrasound scanned for defects.

@sustainable_hardwoods

Australian Sustainable Hardwoods

bygoodwood

Australian Sustainable Hardwoods

TTN361_07-08_Association news.indd 6

GoodWood is tailored to provide you the timber that you
want, prepared as you need it, with a massive size range
of sawn and dressed timbers. And we can laminate, finger
joint or reprocess larger, smaller, longer and shorter options
upon request, all delivered to you by professional and reliable
distribution networks around Australia and the world.
GoodWood. The market’s best
appearance-grade timber. Time to step up.
Get the full Goodwood story at www.vicash.com.au

Australian Sustainable Hardwoods
15/07/2016 12:18 PM
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
TMA
Peter Alexander
We hear it all the time. We don’t have
industrial troubles so we really don’t need
to belong to a registered organisation.
With the recent increase in the minimum
wage it’s a timely reminder of the strength
of the unions versus the ever weakening
role of employer organisations.
The Fair Work Commission does listen
to arguments presented by the employer
companies through their registered
organisations. However, as the industrial
landscape has changed over the years,
many companies believe that it signifies
that with declining membership unions
have less power.
This cannot be further from the truth.
The unions have a strong voice because
they are active politically, economically
and emotively. As we see in the recent
elections the power of the union movement
should never be under estimated.
The employer organisations struggle
to have the same clout because they
are not as well funded and lack the
infrastructure to service the needs of
the Fair Work Commission as well as
the general industrial landscape. So why
is an association that’s registered with
the Fair Work Commission so important?
They provide a balancing voice to the
ongoing debate on wages, entitlements
and services that the unions constantly
present to the commission.
They represent the specific interests
of the various sectors they serve. The
Fair Work Commission defers to the
registered organisation in consideration
of industrial issues such as wages,
entitlements, services etc.
The registered organisation provides
a level of protection to union militantism.
The registered organisation has preferred
representation status with the Fair Work
Commission, meaning that arbitrations and
legal challenges are resolved more efficiently
through the registered organisation.
Then because of this representation,
the registered organisation is asked to
comment on changes to legislations, awards
and government policy so that the interests
of the sector and the respective businesses
is taken into account. This advocacy role
www.timbertradernews.com
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national approach with members
is due to the working relationships
developed by the TMA with TTIA and MGA.
Emma’s “roll-up your sleeves approach”
to industrial relations is known for settling
issues before they get into the hands of
high priced lawyers used by others.
Guidance from Emma should be sought
when any decision regarding changes to
work related issues are being considered,
not when they have happened.
Emma stepped into the role of CEO
as of July 1, 2016, and strengthens the
board in industrial relations and human
resources matters and due diligence.

The board of the TMA is
pleased to announce
that Emma Watt has
accepted the position of
Chief Executive Officer.
is something that should be strengthened
and supported by the sector because
the registered organisation is much more
recognised as the voice for the sector
than any other association type.
This is why the TMA spends such
a significant amount of time reviewing
policy, awards and entitlements,
commenting on policies and so on. It’s
because we have the microphone that
government listens to, we just have to
make certain that industry allows us to keep
it plugged in with the volume at maximum.

NEW CEO FOR TMA
The board of the Timber Merchants
Association (TMA) is pleased to announce
that Emma Watt has accepted the position
of Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
Emma brings to the position a wealth
of experience and industry respect in
the industrial relations field for the
timber industry nationwide. She also
has a position on the advisory panel
at the Fair Work commission regarding
registered organisations.
The appointment strengthens the TMA
as the leading go-to on industrial relations
for timber merchants and the timber
industry in general, nationally. The

ATIF
John Halkett
NEW BIOSECURITY LEGISLATION
Important changes to Australia’s biosecurity
system came into effect on June 16, with
commencement of the Biosecurity Act
2015. The Biosecurity Act replaces the
Quarantine Act 1908 and will introduce
new requirements that affect how the
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources manages biosecurity risks
associated with goods, people, aircraft and
vessels entering Australia. ATIF participated
at the Department’s National Biosecurity
Committee Biosecurity Roundtable meeting
on June 22. This meeting provided an
opportunity for biosecurity stakeholders
to engage directly with their federal, state
and territory government representatives.
More specifically, ATIF will be working
with the Department on possible changes to
plant import conditions that could
impact on timber product imports
following the commencement of
new Federal biosecurity legislation.

The registered
organisation is much
more recognised as
the voice for the
sector than any other
association type.
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / AUGUST 2016
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

BC WOOD’S GLOBAL
BUYERS MISSION

TABMA
Colin Fitzpatrick

BC Wood’s Global Buyers Mission will
be held again in Whistler, Canada
on September 8-10, and provides an
opportunity for Australian buyers to
meet and potentially develop new business
relationships with Canadian timber products
manufacturers and suppliers. Once again
there is an attractive incentive package
available for the 2016 program. ATIF
can provide further details of the buyer
support package on request.

ILLEGAL LOGGING LEGISLATION
At the recent ATIF Board meeting the
Federal Government’s illegal logging
legislation was discussed. This followed
in-principle endorsement of the
recommendations of the KPMG review
of the impacts of the illegal logging
legislation on timber product importing
businesses and meeting with the
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resource forestry-related policy and
compliance staff and the need for
follow-up after the Federal elections.
More specifically the Board discussed
progress on the preparation of a regulatory
impact statement by the Department
and possible subsequent amendments
to the Illegal Logging Prohibition
Amendment Regulation 2013.

NEW MEMBERS
The Board welcomes four new Queensland
companies to ATIF following the winding
up of the Queensland Timber Importers
Association. These companies are: Hume
Doors & Timber, PHD Timber Imports, T-Pac
Lumber and Watts Wood & Mouldings.

TABMA QUEENSLAND AND
INDUSTRY AWARDS CATEGORIES
AND FINALISTS

TABMA AND TIMBER
INDUSTRY DINNER
This year’s TABMA and Timber Industry
Dinner will be held on Friday, October 7,
at Dockside, Cockle Bay, Sydney. We
have engaged an events coordinator to
arrange the dinner and already she has
come up with some great ideas and
surprises that will make the evening a
wonderful occasion. We are particularly
grateful to our major sponsors – ITI
Australia, Gunnersen, Tilling Timber,
Simmonds Lumber and ATS Timber –
for their outstanding support. Official
invitations will be going out next month
but bookings can be made immediately
by emailing me at colin@tabma.com.au.

TABMA QUEENSLAND AND
INDUSTRY AWARDS
2016 is the year for the Queensland
Timber Industry Awards and a dinner
will be held on Saturday, October 15,
at Rydges Southbank in Brisbane to present
these prestigious awards. Judging for
the awards has been completed and I’m
reliably informed that although selecting
the winners was difficult there will be
some surprises. We are very grateful for
the support shown by our major sponsor
ITI Queensland. The categories and finalists
are listed at right. Dinner reservations can
be made by contacting Alicia Oelkers at
alicia@tabma.com.au.

ColourWood IS DURABLE AGAINST DECAY AND TERMITE DAMAGE AND SAFE FOR APPLICATIONS THAT ARE IN CLOSE HUMAN CONTACT.
IDEAL FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND CIVIC APPLICATIONS, WHERE OUTDOOR ABOVE GROUND AND IN-GROUND TIMBER IS SPECIFIED.
Take advantage of the benefits of Ecowood with colour built in by specifying ColourWood for all your structural, outdoor and in-ground building needs:
Family friendly, recommended for environmentally sensitive areas or frequent human contact applications.
Durable, attractive outdoor wood products, guaranteed against failure from decay and insect attack.
With Colour built in, ColourWood saves time and money by eliminating the need for additional
stains to be applied after installation.
• Ecowood / ColourWood Landscaping Timber
• Ecowood / ColourWood F7 Premium Sleepers

• ColourWood Now Available •

WOOD PROTECTION

ColourWood
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Best Timber Wholesale Operation
Simmonds Lumber
ITI
Tilling Timber
Carter Holt Harvey
Best Frame and Truss Operation
Premier Timber & Trusses
Langs Truss
Trusscorp
CQ Frame and Truss
Best Timber Manufacturer
Colonial Restorations/SCD
Parkside Wondai Dry Mill
Timbeck Architectural
Lindsay Meyers
Best Sawmilling Operation
Parkside – Wandoan
Hyne – Tuan
Robertson Bros Sawmills

Host Employer of the Year
5 Star Timbers
Britton Timbers
Woodhouse Timber Co
Hudsons Home Timber and Hardware

ECOWOOD with colour built in!

• Ecowood / ColourWood Fencing Products
• Ecowood / ColourWood Decking

Best Building Materials Centre
Bretts Home Timber and Hardware
Porters
Cairns Hardware
Simons Home Timber & Hardware –
Toowoomba

Most Innovative Timber Company
Garde Timber
Timport Specialised Timber Products
Wondai Dry Mill
Tradeware Building Supplies

ColourWood

»
»
»

Best Timber Merchant
5 Star Timbers
Doyles Home Timber & Hardware
Tradeware Building Supplies
Gowan Lea Timbers

www.outdoortimber.com.au
1300 TREATED

Trainee/Apprentice of the Year
Connor Kreiger – 5 Star Timbers
Tom Genninges – Stacks Building Supplies
Jay Te Aukura – Big River Timbers
Scott Smith – ITI
Brennan Turner – Hudsons Home Timber &
Hardware
Jeshua Lawrie – Aspect Cabinet Makers
Best Timber Wholesale Rep.
Chris Hall – Simmonds Lumber
Mel Conduit – Parkside Group
Michael Branton – ITI
Lee Midgeley – Carter Holt Harvey
www.timbertradernews.com
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Complete Cladding Solution

Wood ELEMENTS is a compete solution for any wall, offering
not just the cladding but all the detailed trims required to
finish off the project and ensure a watertight result.

Manufactured by the experts of quality
timber products.
Our expertise in drying and machining hardwoods, together with Wood Elements detailed designs,
enables us to manufacture not only an incredibly beautiful cladding, but also a precision piece of
timber suitable for all the ELEMENTS under the Australian sun.

Wood Elements timber is kiln dried using double
drying technology, developed by Hurfords to
ensure significant added stability.

Hurfords uses a process to straighten the boards
post drying to ensure the boards are straight and
stay straight.

Wood Elements aluminium trims feature a factory
fitted seal, the foam gaskets compress and expand
with timber movement, an extra safeguard against
the Australian storm season.

Utilising a specially developed end match system
for external use Wood Elements end-match profile
has a micro bevel edge designed to encourage
water to drain away from the join.

The Automatic Spacing System allows expansion
to be placed between the boards, which is
automatic. The system also allows for expansion
and helps to conceal the cladding screws.

Find Out More:
QLD (07) 3442 6300 NSW (02) 4646 1406
VIC/TAS (03) 8794 3300 SA/NT (08) 8376 6694
WA 0448 132 955

hurfordwholesale.com.au/hw/woodelements

TTN361_07-08_Association news.indd 9
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NEWS IN BRIEF

INDUSTRY NEWS
Searching for the most passionate tradie

Building approvals data
confirms softening
housing market

T

he May 2016 building approval
datas are consistent with the
view that the new housing market
is at its peak and is set to slow
down, says Wilhelm Harnisch,
CEO of Master Builders Australia.
Nevertheless, the total number
of dwelling units approved will
see a solid pipeline of work for the
remainder of the 2016 calendar year.
“Approvals for private sector houses
remain resilient, bolstered by continuing
low mortgage interest rates,” Harnisch
says. “Approvals for new apartments
are notoriously volatile, however,
it’s anticipated that approvals for
new apartments overall will start
to soften in the months ahead.”
The rate of decline in the new
apartments market will largely
be determined by the mood of
investors, Harnisch believes.
“On the positive side, continued
lower interest rates will underpin
investment, but this will be mitigated
by any uncertainties that may arise, in
particular by other factors such as the
tightening of lending rules and more
recently, the outcomes of the recent
federal election,” he says.
Total dwelling units approved,
seasonally adjusted, fell by 5.2 percent
over the month and minus 9.1 percent
over the year. Approvals for private
houses remain steady but with
a significant drop in apartment
approvals falling by 11.3 percent.
“The falls in apartment approvals
were most marked in New South
Wales and Queensland,” Harnisch says.

ome Timber & Hardware has put
the call out to tradies across Australia
– how much do you love your trade?
In recognition of the exceptional work that
tradies do, the national hardware retailer is
on the hunt for Australia’s proudest, most
passionate and dedicated tradie. Someone
that lives and breathes their profession in
all aspects of their life, with “tools down’”
practically a foreign concept for them.
Someone that can tell their timber species
just by smelling it, or whose beloved work
tools take pride of place in the bedroom
each night. Someone who’s so tough,
they sleep on a bed of nails. Or perhaps
someone who’s so passionate about
what they do that “Proud Tradie”
might as well be their middle name.
The campaign calls on tradies to
enter their story in 100 words or less at
tradieoftheyear.com.au. You’ll be in the
running to be crowned 2016 Tradie of the
Year and score yourself $25,000 in cash.
The competition remains open until
August 28, where all entries are showcased
online for a public vote and 10 finalists put

through for Home Timber & Hardware to
select the tradie with the most compelling
story. The winner is announced on
September 2 and the nine runners up
will each receive a $500 Home Timber
& Hardware gift card.
Tradie of the Year is proudly supported by
Pink Batts and Paslode. For terms and
conditions go to tradieoftheyear.com.au

How much do you
love your trade?
Share your story for
your chance to win
$25,000 in cash!

PHOTO: PSYNOVEC/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

H

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF!
If you are launching a product or your business has an industry announcement, send it through to
news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Taking timber industry software
to the next level – WillDoo IT.

D

isprax & Willow IT are proud to announce
their merger to form WillDoo IT.
As of July 1, 2016, Disprax and Willow
IT have merged to create the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) market leader
WillDoo IT. This merger will take the timber
industry’s software solutions to the next
level, creating a fully integrated solution
for any company size.
Disprax prides itself on being the leader in
Timber ERP Software with TIMMS (Timber
Industry Management and Marking System),
and a combined experience of over 100+
years developing, implementing and
consultation services across Australia, New
Zealand and South East Asia. WillDoo IT’s
mission is to take TIMMS and the Timber
ERP experience to the next level, with
consistent developments and innovations,
utilising the latest in technological advances.
Willow IT is a proud Australian IT company
with over 30 years’ experience and expertise
in the analysis and implementation of
business solutions across a wide range
of industries. Willow IT is Australia’s
most experienced Odoo ERP Partner.
Odoo is not just an ERP system,
Odoo is Open Source, browser based
and fastest evolving and most installed
business software in the world.
“We are constantly looking to improve
our products in any way possible,” says
Disprax owner, PNORS Technology Group
CEO Paul Gallo. “This merger allows
us to continuously improve the TIMMS
software and expand into new areas of
development, as the timber industry
progresses over time.”

“This merger allows
us to continuously
improve the TIMMS
software and expand
into new areas
of development.”
With Disprax’s experience in the timber
industry and Odoo’s mobility, WillDoo IT
is looking to take the Timber ERP Software
further with developments in mobile and
cloud based technology allowing users
in the timber industry to access their
resources from anywhere.
WillDoo IT is part of PNORS Technology
Group, including Datatime, Netway
Networks and Pacific Commerce.
The PNORS Technology Company
provides strategic direction, oversight
and investment opportunities to a
number of self-managed information
and communications technology (ICT)
businesses, over a wide range of industries.

Safety at work a priority

T

he construction industry is one of the
country’s most dangerous, according to
an analysis of data from Safe Work Australia
by finder.com.au. The data reveals that the
construction industry had the third highest
number of deaths and injuries in the

As at July 7, 81
Australian workers
have been killed
at work in 2016.
www.timbertradernews.com
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workplace, after road transport at number
one, followed by the agriculture, forestry
and fishing industry.
As at July 7, 81 Australian workers have
been killed at work in 2016, according to
Safe Work Australia. Ten of these have
been in the construction industry.
The rate of work-related fatalities has
been declining, however there is still
much to be done to protect the lives
of the Australian workforce.
For more information on health and
safety at work, visit safeworkaustralia.
gov.au or contact your state or territory
work health and safety regulator.

ACCC consults
on proposed HTH
undertaking from
Mitre 10

T

he Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission is inviting
comments upon a draft undertaking
from Metcash, intended to resolve
competition concerns from Metcash’s
proposal to acquire rival hardware
wholesaler Home Timber & Hardware
from Woolworths. Metcash owns the
Mitre 10 brand.
The ACCC notes that Mitre 10 and
HTH are the only full-service wholesale
options for independent hardware and
home improvement retailers.
“Without the alternative of switching
their business to Home Timber
& Hardware, many retailers are
concerned that Mitre 10 would be able
to stop them buying hardware supplies
from outside Mitre 10. So Mitre 10
has offered to undertake not to restrict
retailers from acquiring products from
such sources,” ACCC Commissioner
Roger Featherston says.
The ACCC says after the proposed
acquisition, Mitre 10 would have an
ownership interest in around 100 retail
stores. Some retailers are concerned
that Mitre 10 could discriminate against
them in favour of its own stores.
“The proposed undertaking is
also intended to prevent any such
discrimination,” Featherston says.
The ACCC has published Mitre 10’s
proposed undertaking on its website
and invited comments from interested
parties, with submissions closing on
July 12 this year. The ACCC must
now decide whether to accept the
undertaking, which may include
amendments based on market
feedback. At the time of print, this
decision was to be expected on July 21.
“Our seeking of views on the
proposed undertaking, however, should
not be interpreted as a signal that the
ACCC will necessarily accept this or
any amended undertaking in this
matter,” Featherston says.
For more, go to accc.gov.au

Want the full story? Subscribe to
the TimberTrader News fortnightly
e-news at www.timbertradernews.
com/subscribe/newsletters
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NEWS UPDATE

Tradies have
among the highest
serious injury and
disease compensation
claims in Australia.

P

hysiotherapists are calling on tradies to
watch more than just their backs during
Tradies National Health Month this August.
It comes as Australia’s tradies continue to
have among the poorest health and safety
conditions of workers across all sectors.
The Australian Physiotherapy Association
(APA) leads Tradies National Health Month
to educate Australian tradies to keep a check
on their safety, health and wellbeing.
Tradies have among the highest serious
injury and disease compensation claims in
Australia, according to Safe Work Australia
data. Labourers, technicians and machinery
operators and drivers are among the top
four occupations when it comes to number
of serious injury claims.
The majority of serious claims are from
injuries and musculoskeletal disorders,

including traumatic joint/ligament and
muscle/tendon injuries. While backs still
present the highest proportion of body
stress injury claims, other body parts
affected include upper limbs, lower legs,
hips, the abdomen and the pelvic region.
Research also shows tradespersons,
labourers and workers across the agricultural
and construction industries have high risks
of chronic health conditions.
APA National President Marcus Dripps
says it is important to remind tradies that
their health and safety is a priority.
“This Tradies National Health Month, we
want tradies to look after all aspects of their
health and wellbeing,” he says. “Everyone
– from tradies to their employers, unions
and the communities and governments
that rely on them – has a role to play in

WIN! A Steel Blue voucher worth $200
Safety at work means more than a healthy
body – you need the right gear, too.
We’re giving you the chance to win a Steel
Blue work boots voucher for $200 so you
can score your own pair of work-safe, super

12 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / AUGUST 2016
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comfortable work boots. Thanks to Steel Blue’s
technology, their boots are similar in quality
and flexibility to high-performance sports shoes.
To enter, email your name and contact
details to editor@timbertradernews.com

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF AUSTRALIAN PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATION

Australian tradies to watch
more than just their backs!

getting our tradies to be proactive about
managing and preventing health conditions.
It starts with seeking evidence-based
treatments like physiotherapy.”
From musculoskeletal support,
physiotherapists extend their care into
chronic health impacts, like heart disease and
diabetes, and the lesser-known pelvic floor
issues men face. Physiotherapists are
experts in helping to reduce the alarmingly
common health and safety issues associated
with working in labour intensive industries.
The Block and Reno Rumble favourites
Kyal and Kara Demmrich (“The Super Ks”)
will help lead the campaign, using their
respective backgrounds of carpenter and
physiotherapist to spread the message
that health, safety and wellbeing must
be a tradie’s most important tools.
Tradies National Health Month
will kick off on August 1. See
tradieshealth.com.au for more.
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H2 TREATED TO COMPLIMENT
T2 BLUE/RED FRAMING
CHAIN OF CUSTODY CERTIFIED
(FSC AND PEFC)

The strong, stable bracing solution.
OS’Brace is a strong, lightweight, moisture resistant and environmentally sustainable
structural bracing product. It’s resistant to splitting and can provide up to 6 kN/m of
racking resistance! For pricing and availability, call us now on 1300 784 963.

hyne.com.au
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WHAT’S NEW!
The hardwood cladding solution
the industry’s been waiting for
H

urford Wholesale recently announced
the launch of WOOD ELEMENTS. This
refined architectural cladding system has
been designed specifically to fill an existing
gap in the current market, and is set to
offer a quality cladding solution without
the hassle of engaging in multiple vendors.
“We saw the potential a cladding system
could do for this market and got to work on
superior designs,” says Bob Engwirda,
Hurford’s CEO. “We had two main objectives;
to provide our customers with the same high
standard of product quality they expect from
Hurford’s at a competitive price, and to
produce a system easy for a builder to install”.
Bob believes the collective design features
in both the cladding profiles and trims will
exceed customer’s expectations.
The beauty of WOOD ELEMENTS is that
it’s a solution to a problem the industry has
struggled with for many years – to find the
perfect technique. It allows a set and forget
methodology to be applied for the builders
who install it, giving them peace of mind.
The Hurford Group is one of the leading
companies when it comes to quality timber
products in Australia. WOOD ELEMENTS
has been formed over the past few years with
consultative feedback from industry leaders to
ensure the products performance is of marketleading standards. The profile’s collective
design features include straight-lining, double
kiln drying, end-matching, an automatic
spacing system and a moisture barrier system.
The system consists of hardwood cladding,

designer aluminium and timber trims, plus
fixing hardware and a pre-oil options.
“I can say with confidence, after working
on the project for 18 months, that WOOD
ELEMENTS designer features are a cut-above
the typical cladding profiles currently on the
market,” says Carmen Forsyth, WOOD
ELEMENTS project co-ordinator. “The design
features are all inclusive in our pricing; there’s
no extra for end-matching or straight-lining, and
you’ve got the option to purchase specificallydesigned aluminium and timber trims, plus
the fixing hardware and pre-oil service.
“Aside from the technical attributes, WOOD

ELEMENTS’ selection of beautifully-machined
Australian hardwoods installed with our
stream-line trims creates an instant impact
aesthetically and is a showpiece for any
home or commercial space”.
The visual impact WOOD ELEMENTS will
have on the design process in a commercial
or residential job is enormous but yet the
ease in which it is installed is so simplistic.
WOOD ELEMENTS can be ordered by any
timber merchant or distributor through Hurford
Wholesales national distribution network.
Download the brochure from
hurfordwholesale.com.au

To find out more:
Queensland & Northern Territory
Email: salesqld@hurfordwholesale.com.au
South Australia
Email: salessa@hurfordwholesale.com.au
New South Wales
Email: salesnsw@hurfordwholesale.com.au
Western Australia
Email: saleswa@hurfordwholesale.com.au
Victoria & Tasmania
Email: salesvic@hurfordwholesale.com.au

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET?
If you’re launching a new product, let us know! Email us at news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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Is your production powered by Hundegger?
HIGH QUALITY
MADE IN GERMANY

SC-3 LINEAR SAW
Contact us today to discover how Hundegger can save you money whilst increasing
throughput with the most efficient and versatile machine on the market!

POWERED BY
Innovation in timber engineering
Hundegger Australasia Pty Ltd
PH: (613) 9540 0130
FX: (613) 9543 3766
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COVER FEATURE

Seeing green
It’s time more people
knew about the
environmental benefits
of sustainable timber.
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T

he environmental benefits of responsibly
sourced wood cannot be overstated.
Even environmental groups such as Planet
Ark are getting on board – the organisation’s
Make It Wood - Do Your World Some Good
campaign may have raised some eyebrows
in the eco world, but it is a definite
harbinger of positive change – both for
the timber industry and for the planet.

“Imagine a building product which
provides clean oxygen for the atmosphere,
removes carbon dioxide and increases
in value each time it’s re-used. Imagine
a product which can store carbon forever.
Imagine a building product which has been
in use for thousands of years. Yep, that’s
right it’s wood,” says Michael Kennedy,
CEO and founder of Kennedy’s Timbers,
www.timbertradernews.com
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Clockwise from
main picture: Toronto
foreshore pavilions and
boardwalk; wall cladding
at a TelstraOne building;
roof trusses ready to go;
residential project using
Spotted Gum.

which supplies recycled, reclaimed
and sustainable timber products.
Michael started the company 22 years ago
after tiring of working in the corporate world.
“I wanted to start a business which was
making a positive environmental contribution
and where there was opportunities to
innovate, grow and expand,” he says. “My
grandfather was a timber boat builder and
I had a strong personal interest in timber
and environmental causes and thought
the reclaimed timber industry would be
a perfect platform for me to pursue both.”
The products the company sells have
changed significantly over the past two
www.timbertradernews.com
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decades. “In the early days it was mostly
about recycled Hoop Pine and Oregon for
renovations and furniture makers, with
some large timbers for feature projects,”
Michael says. “We now have an extensive
range of timber applications include
cladding, flooring, decking, feature posts and
beams, stair rails and treads, bench tops,
joinery timbers and specialised orders. Our
timbers are recognised for their
dependability, durability, versatility and
commitment to the environment.”
The company started off in North
Brisbane, but they have now expanded,
with operations in both Melbourne and

“Our timbers are
recognised for their
dependability,
durability, versatility
and commitment
to the environment.”
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“There’s a great
opportunity for
people in the timber
industry to share the
positive message
that timber has.”
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Sydney, as well as a strong distributor in Perth.
“The shores of Australia have not stopped
us; we have supplied many projects to our
neighbours in New Zealand, Japan, Malaysia
and even a few in Dubai,” Michael says.

A BOUNTIFUL SOURCE
Throughout Australia there are over 100
buildings demolished each week and
many contain a rich source of recycled
timber. There are also thousands of timber
bridges and an excess of 5,000,000 power
poles in service which require replacement.
“All of these sources provide timber
resources,” Michael explains. “As these
timber structures come to the end of
their design life, recycling the timber
makes a positive environmental story.
Rather than having this timber crunched
and dumped, these bridges contain Class
1 durability ‘royal species’ of Australian
hardwood well suited to being recycled
into a host of applications.”
The ultimate in beneficial use and re-use
for the world’s most carbon-friendly building
product is the humble power pole. Not
only is the whole of the tree harvested
from forests used (excluding bark and
branches), once the pole reaches the end
of its in-situ design life, the wood recycled
from the pole can be re-used.
As well as recycled wood, Kennedy’s
also supplies new sustainable timber

from managed forests.
“Our new timbers are sustainable as
they have been harvested in an ecologically
responsible way,” Michael says. “The forest
they are sourced from are managed so
they can be harvested again – and this
process can go on forever.”

A SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
Kennedy’s conduct their entire business
model on achieving the most beneficial
environmental outcomes.
“From diverting waste timber into
beneficial reuse applications through
to use of green power, environmental
commitment is in our blood,” Michael says.
“It’s a foundation on which our business
was started and it continues to grow.”
The company has worked on a huge
variety of public, commercial, residential,
industrial, heritage and landscape projects,
from wharves and train stations to
stadiums, churches and university buildings.
“Some memorable joinery jobs include
seven 12m wide timber trusses that
were used at a Westfield North Lakes
refurbishment, as well as many designs
of timber screenings used in restaurant and
retail fit-outs,” Michael says. “Our joinery
team claim that no job is too hard to do.
We are yet to prove them wrong!”
There are many big projects in the
pipeline for Kennedy’s, and the company

www.timbertradernews.com
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Top right:
Michael
Kennedy,
surrounded
by examples
of his work
with a variety
of reclaimed
timbers.

has also worked on many signature
projects over the years, including Old
Parliament House in Canberra, Cockle
Bay Wharf in Sydney, Elizabeth Quay
in Perth and Melbourne’s Docklands.
As the importance of using sustainable
materials is gaining awareness, the
company has definitely seen an increase
in customers requesting sustainable
or recycled timber in recent years.
“People are become more and more
conscious of their own environmental
footprint,” Michael says. “Timber and
recycled timber have a great story to tell and
www.timbertradernews.com
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make a positive difference to storing carbon
and reducing our environmental footprint.”

MUCH MORE TO BE DONE
The timber industry has definitely become
more sustainable, but more importantly, the
message that timber is an environmentallyfriendly product is getting out there.
“The timber industry has always had a
positive environmental story to tell but has
battled against the political shades of green
peddled by out-of-touch lobby groups,”
Michael says. “We are starting to see true
environmentalists supporting the timber

industry and recognising
the key to a reduced
carbon footprint is greater
sustainable timber use –
including increased
timber recycling.”
Michael believes it’s
essential that the industry
do more to educate the
public about the benefits
of using timber.
“The industry needs to
promote the story more,”
he says. “There’s a great
opportunity for people in
the industry to share the
positive message that
timber has. So often it
gets lost in the noise
that some organisations
choose to pursue.
“Unfortunately some
environmental groups have
built their business model
on peddling lies about
the timber industry, so while they privately
support greater timber use, public support
of the timber industry would be seen as
damaging their credibility, so some are
yet to make the smart environmental step.
“My vision of the future of the industry
is one where all environmental groups are
strong advocates for the timber industry
and that, in Australia, the public love and
embrace the timber industry as a solution
to reducing our carbon footprint.”

Find out more about Kennedy’s
Timber at kennedystimbers.com.au
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / AUGUST 2016
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WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

To dismiss or not to dismiss?
T

he prospect of an unfair dismissal claim
often weighs heavily on an employer’s
mind when he or she needs to decide the
fate of an employee. The factors the Fair
Work Commission would consider were
claim to go to arbitration can be helpful.

VALID REASON
There must be a sound, defensible and wellfounded reason for dismissing an employee.
A reason that’s capricious, fanciful, spiteful or
prejudiced cannot be valid. The reason must be
objectively true – it won’t be enough for the
employer to say they thought the reason was
true. Examples of valid reasons include failure
to perform to clear and reasonable standards,
inability to perform work the employee was
hired to do, consistent lateness or misconduct.
Sometimes there’s a valid reason that justifies
summary dismissal, such as failure to follow a
lawful and reasonable direction, or theft.

NOTIFICATION OF REASON
It’s shocking how many employees make an
unfair dismissal claim largely because they
don’t really know why they’ve been dismissed.
They may have been aware that they’ve been
performance managed, but they don’t know
what they needed to change, because their
employer hasn’t given them specific and
concrete examples of the poor performance.
Be as specific as possible when you
dismiss an employee, and provide the
employee with a clear explanation for the
action you’ve taken. As the National
Employment Standards require notice of
termination to be given to an employee in
writing, you would also include a reason for
the dismissal in the dismissal letter or email.

OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND
This is where the process of natural justice
becomes important. In my last article, I talked

about making sure the employee knows
exactly what any disciplinary meeting will be
about. You also need to give the employee
time to respond. This may mean adjourning the
meeting and reconvening the next day, or
giving the employee the opportunity to
respond in writing. Being asked to defend
against allegations that could lead to dismissal
can be very stressful for an employee, making
it difficult for them to respond rationally or
appropriately. Don’t rush the process.

HAVE WARNINGS BEEN GIVEN?
If the problem is the employee’s performance,
you may be required to demonstrate that the
employee was warned. The easiest way to do
this is with (a) written warning(s). There is no
requirement in the Fair Work Act 2009 to give
three warnings. You may have a written policy
or procedure that specifies a certain number of
warnings, but the Act only requires that the
employee has been warned. The appropriate
number of warnings will depend on many
factors, such as age, length of service and any
written commitments you’ve made. Warnings
must contain three elements to be effective:
1. A clear and accurate description of
the behaviour or performance that is
a problem. For example: on Monday,
and Thursday last week you were 20
minutes late without good reason.
2. Guidance on the standard of behaviour
or performance that is expected in the
future. For example: we expect you to
be at your workstation, ready to start
work, at 7:30am Monday to Friday.
3. No unambiguous description of the
consequences of future misbehaviour
or poor performance – be polite but
blunt. For example: if you’re late for
work again without good cause, your
employment will be terminated.

OTHER FACTORS
The following will also need to be
addressed during any arbitration:
• Whether you allowed the employee to
have a support person present during any
meeting that may lead to dismissal;
• Whether the size of the employer’s
business, or the presence or otherwise of
HR specialists, impacted on the dismissal;
• Any other matter the Commission
considers relevant.
When it comes to making a decision
about an employee, some key questions:
• Am I treating this employee consistently
compared to other employees who have
shown similar problems? Or if I’m treating
the employee differently, is there a good
reason for that?
• Do they have a history of long service
that should be taken into account?
• Are they contrite and/or remorseful?
• Have there been any previous warnings?
(Note that warnings have a tendency to “go
stale” after a period of time – ranging from
six months to a couple of years, depending
on the severity of the problem. Relying on a
stale warning to dismiss an employee could
mean the dismissal is unfair.)
Lastly, there are a number of matters that
generally mustn’t affect your decision about
whether or not to dismiss an employee:
• Temporary absence due to illness or
injury, defined as up to three months off
work on personal/carer’s leave, at least
part of which should be unpaid;
• The employee’s workers’ compensation
history;
• Discriminatory reasons such as sex,
pregnancy, union membership, disability.
There is a wealth of further guidance in the
Unfair Dismissal Benchbook at fwc.gov.au

Emma Watt is an industrial relations consultant with almost 20 years’ experience in the timber industry.
Phone: 0411 708 073 | Email: emma@emmawatt.com.au
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INDUSTRY EVENTS
Forest and Wood Products Forum

A

T

imber industry stakeholders from
across South Australia discussed
key industry issues at the recent Forest
and Wood Products annual industry
forum, held in Adelaide on May 25.
The forum, organised by Primary Industries
and Regions SA (PIRSA) Forestry Division and
the Timber and Building Material Association
(TABMA), provided an opportunity for industry
and government to discuss matters of mutual
interest and work together to find solutions.
PIRSA’s Director of Forestry, Rob Robinson,
said the forum in Adelaide demonstrated
the opportunities that exist in the forest and
wood products industry when government
and business work collaboratively.
Robinson, in his address to the forum,
stressed the importance of being aware
of what’s happening in the planning
and construction of buildings.
“The best chance to participate and
influence encouragement of timber use
is when projects are being developed
or conceptualised,” he said.
Twenty-five industry representatives
attended the forum, including speakers

C
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“The best chance to participate and influence
encouragement of timber use is when projects
are being developed or conceptualised.”
from interstate. These included government
representatives, timber merchants,
sawmillers, joinery and cabinet-making
companies, timber product manufacturers,
architects, designers and estimators and
the Australian Forest Product Association.
Guest speakers provided updates of
important aspects of the forest and wood
products industry. State manager of TABMA
Alicia Oelkers spoke of the importance of
training and the benefits it brought to
companies in productivity, innovation and
safety and the services TABMA provide.
Ian Ruscoe, director of domestic forest
policy with the Australian Government,
updated the forum on the role of his
department, some of their recent successes
and the support they provide to industry.

General manager, Office of Industry
Advocate, Corin McCarthy, summarised
State Government procurement processes,
encouraging stakeholders to attend “Meet
the Buyer” events and seek support from
his agency if needed.
Ric Sinclair, chief executive, Forest
and Wood Products Australia, gave a
comprehensive review of the important
work FWPA do including the recent changes
to the building code making it easier to
build multi-storied buildings with wood.
A: Participants hear from Ric Sinclair of FWPA;
B: Ric Sinclair, FWPA, and Colin Fitzpatrick, TABMA;
C: Mandy Wallace, PIRSA, Michelle Ingley-Smith,
Forestworks, Alicia Oelkers, TABMA; D: Judy
Barnett, Cadet Timber Design, Rob Robinson,
PIRSA, Rod Taverner, Durable Hardwoods.

D
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PRODUCT PROFILE

A solid start
LP updates their LP®
Solutions™ software, a CAD
based design software for all
LP® SolidStart® customers

IT’S USEFUL FOR BUILDERS
This user-friendly and cost-effective software
helps maximise job efficiency and create
accurate EWP designs. It’s designed to assist
builders with product placement and full takeoff of materials, highlighting connection details.
The software allows users to add openings
of any shape or dimension, and then specify
rim board, blocking and web stiffeners from the
unique picture driven details menu. Parametric
modelling allows builders to move walls, beams
and other objects – and still retain the proper
relationship with everything connected to it.
The software automatically labels the drawing
for carpenters and creates a material list.
Changes or edits are just a double click away!

LP SOLUTIONS 6.0 NEW FEATURES

NEW PLATFORM FEATURES

Object tree
Use the object tree to manage the visibility of
the building model. It presents all building
objects categorised in a hierarchical order. You
select objects in a variety of ways: all objects
on the same floor, all objects of a certain type
on the same floor, individual objects, etc. You
can hide and restore objects or select other
functions in the context-sensitive menu.

Context-sensitive menu
Many of the program’s functions are now
available in the context-sensitive menu which
opens by clicking the right mouse button.
Most of the functions can still be selected
from the toolbar’s button menus, but some

Window and door library browser
A new user interface has been designed for
browsing the window and door libraries. You
can select the desired window or door type
based on the preview images. By double-

•
•
•
•

Retaining hanger/column cap selections.
Modified error and warning indicator.
Scaling plot details.
Separate profiles-filter to beams
and columns.
• Support length of the user defined
hanger is now editable.
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object-specific editing functions have been
moved entirely to the context-sensitive menu.
The menu only displays the functions that can
be performed on the selected object. The
menu is the same regardless of where the
object is selected – in the floor plan, in the
model or in the object tree.
This renewal has been made to add
fluency to the designing process by reducing
the mouse movement between the button
menus and the working windows. The
renewal has also made it possible to unify
the structural design functions. For example,
framing pieces are now added with the same
function regardless of whether a selected
object is a wall panel, a floor/roof panel
or a floor/roof framing area.

www.timbertradernews.com
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clicking the thumbnail, you get to select the
desired size alternative. The browser also has
a search field in which you can type a code or
character string that exists in the description
of the opening.
Quick lock an object type
You can easily lock one or more object types
in a floor plan or model and select objects of
that type only. You can select all objects of the
locked type by pressing Ctrl+A. The lock is a
one-time operation and won’t remain in effect.
Once you’ve applied a function on as selected
object or released the selection with the Esc
key, all object types will again be available.
Hide and restore objects
You can hide the selected objects by using the
Hide function in the context-sensitive menu or
by pressing the H key. You can hide other than
the selected objects by using the contextsensitive menu function Hide Others. You can
select the functions in the floor plan, in the
model or in the object tree. The hiding feature
is intended for temporarily hiding objects
during work when the project is open. If you
want to hide objects permanently, use other
hiding functions, such as hiding groups.
You can restore hidden objects in the
object tree with the context-sensitive menu
functions Restore or Restore Others. You can
restore all hidden object by using the Restore

Hidden function in the context-sensitive
menu, or by pressing Shift+Ctrl+H
Rotate the model
You can rotate the model by pressing the
middle mouse button and moving the mouse.
Shape a wall in a model
Shaping a wall in a model has been improved.
You can edit the entire wall structure by
moving an edge by the grip point, adding and
moving points on an edge, or clipping a wall.
Previously, only the selected layer could be
edited. New shaping functions are setting an
edge parallel to a line or surface, and adding
a hole to the entire wall or to a layer.
Moving the top and bottom edges of wall
layers in the model is equivalent to editing
the heights of layers in the wall properties.
Moving an edge does not set the wall to a
“shaped” state. If the wall layer has been
shaped otherwise in the model, the layer

heights cannot be edited in the wall
properties (the fields are grey).
You can delete shaping from one layer
of a wall. The layer is restored to a “nonshaped” state. After this, the top and
bottom heights of the layer can be edited
in the wall properties.
Additional features:
• Parametric 2D and 3D modelling.
• Automated framing.
• Customisable defaults by builder.
• Auto-generate materials list and price
quotation.
• Customise layout templates.
• Import and trace reference drawings from
popular CAD formats.
• Save as PDF and other CAD formats.
For more information, go to
lpcorp.com/products/designsoftware/lp-solutions-software

“The software offers
a flexible platform to
deliver LP’s SolidStart
Engineered Wood
Products to the
market place along
with ITI’s customised
engineering solutions.
The software has
been continuously
developed over the
past four years to
become the
foundation of ITI’s
design service.“
– Hayden Slatter, ITI (Australia)
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THE BUILDER SAYS

The
builder
says
In our new section dedicated
to builders, we meet Sydney
builder Simon Tabet.

T

abMac Construction is a construction
company based in Sydney’s eastern
suburbs. The business provides
comprehensive building services to
the residential and commercial markets.
Company director, licensed builder Simon
Tabet, has noticed the increased popularity
of timber being used in construction, and
can see the many benefits this brings.
“Working with timber limits the trades
that you need on site,” he says. “It’s more
cost-effective and more easily adaptable to
design changes. It’s easy to buy Australian
timber, and it’s trusted by clients.”
Simon has found that most of his
clients now want to feature timber in
some form in their home or building,
either in flooring, ceilings or joinery.
“There was a time when timber was
more out of favour, but we are now seeing
a pretty strong enthusiasm for mid-century
design, including timber flooring and timber
and veneer joinery and furniture,” he says.
“In the 1990s/early 2000s there was
stronger preference for rendered masonry.
This has definitely dropped off and most
clients are now seeking traditional timber
framing and timber finishes.”
Simon personally worked with new and
recycled timbers on the restoration of chic
Sydney dining spot Chiswick Restaurant in
Woolahra. “It was a great pleasure seeing
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the integration of new build works with
original features,” he says. “I’ve also worked
on a residential project where the owners
wanted to showcase Australian timber and
featured it in their ceiling,
deck, joinery and furniture – it sounds
over the top but it all came together
beautifully without being overwhelming.”
Simon and his team are currently working
on several commercial and residential
projects, which include a lot of detailed
timber work. Most of this work is bespoke
design and made to measure. The
company’s timber is supplied by Wayne’s
World, a local business in Sydney’s Botany.
“We have our own workshop and

“Timber is more
cost-effective and
more easily adaptable
to design changes.”
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generally use our team of carpenters and
joiners to prefab timber framework for our
jobs,” Simon says. “However we do order
prefabricated windows and doors for jobs
on a regular basis – some of our key
suppliers are Airlite and Stegbar.”
New software developments continue
to make timber a more viable option for
builders, and this is something that Simon
and his team have fully embraced.
“Software developments are continuing
to make using timber more efficient,” he
says. “Measuring and quantity surveying
is more accurate, which results in reduced
waste and hence improved cost
effectiveness. The ease of accessing this
type of technology is revolutionising our
industry – I think Australia is still some
way behind our European counterparts,
but we are catching up!”
Tabmac and their partners already
utilise software in estimating, program
management and design for their projects.
“These program have resulted in significant

benefits to our business in helping reduce
costs, forecasting potential program
conflicts and managing design
changes,” Simon says.
“I’m hoping that technology continues
to support our industry, but does not
take over our jobs!”
To find out more about Tabmac
Constructions head to tabmac.com.au

“Software
developments
are continuing to
make using timber
more efficient.”

Some examples of Tabmac’s
quality timber work.
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TimberFloor
Best flooring practice
Recommended methodologies for timber flooring over concrete.
STRIP FLOORING OVER CONCRETE
Installation of timber floors over an
unventilated sub-base should be avoided,
as this creates an environment in which
the raw underside of the board is exposed
to a different environment from that which
is above the floor. These factors regularly
translate into a distorted surface (cupped
or curled boards), as condensation is often
drawn to the underside of the board while
direct sun light may excessively heat/dry the
top surface of boards, usually coated with
multiple layers of high solid coating material.
This response in timber boards is even
more pronounced in coastal regions,
where increased humidity can further
exacerbate the problem.

RECOMMENDED METHODOLOGY
Test and record the moisture content of
the subfloor to ensure it conforms with
the minimum requirement of the Building
Code of Australia.
Check that tolerances of concrete subbase conform to minimum requirements
of plainness and levelness of the code
being maximum 3mm deviation anywhere
under a 3 metre straightedge.
Adjust subfloor levels as necessary,
using only highest quality concrete
underlayments, used strictly in accordance
with the manufacturer’s printed instructions.
Fix minimum thickness 18mm exterior
waterproof, structural grade plywood to
prepared concrete floor utilising a high
quality waterproof polyurethane adhesive
system in accordance with the
manufacturer’s printed instructions, leaving
a 4mm joint between sheets. Mechanically
26 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / AUGUST 2016
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fasten plywood sheets to structural concrete
using steel anchors of sufficient length to
achieve minimum of 50mm purchase into
parent slab. (NOTE: this means assessing
thickness of any topping or underlayment
before selecting choice of anchor length).
• Strategically fix not less than 15 anchors
per sheet, with perimeter anchors set not
less than 50 mm from edge of sheets.
• Pre-sand plywood as necessary to flatten
(raised edges, etc).
• Fix T&G strip flooring directly to level,
clean and dry plywood sub-base.
• Secret nailed profiled boards up to 85mm
wide, secret nail as normal.
• Boards over 85mm wide should be
glued and face nailed directly to
plywood sub-base.
• Strategically fix not less than 15 anchors
per sheet, with perimeter anchors set not
less than 50 mm from edge of sheets.
• Pre-sand plywood as necessary to
ensure sub-base is clean and flat
with flush joints.

Installation of
timber floors over
an unventilated
sub-base should
be avoided.

WOOD FLOORS OVER CONCRETE
WITH RUBBER UNDERLAYMENTS
It is strongly recommended that direct
bonding of solid timber floors and/or parquet
direct to rubber is contrary to good trade
practice and is not recommended.
If rubber underlayments are designed into
(or under) a wood floor system, then the
recommended method is to sheet the
rubber with structural grade, exterior
waterproof plywood to enable a timber-totimber bond to be established between the
timber floor and subfloor.
The exception to this rule is where “wide
board” quality, engineered plank floors over
189mm wide are used and where very
careful bedding of planks occurs, using a full
(100 percent) bed of high quality, waterproof
polyurethane adhesive is employed.
Please note:
The term “full bed” of adhesive should be
interpreted as a 100 percent full (notched
trowel) bed of adhesive and NOT a little-dabwill-do-you “dollop” of adhesive placed on
the back of a board. Remember suction is
80 percent of the science of bonding and
the correct bedding of a product in the right
bed of adhesive will make a huge difference
in the performance of any floor. There are
cork based acoustical products which may
be appropriate for direct bonding but caution
is advised as this is a specialist trade.

RECOMMENDED METHODOLOGY
Test and record the moisture content of
the subfloor to ensure it conforms with
the minimum requirement of the Building
Code of Australia.
www.timbertradernews.com
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Check that tolerances of concrete subbase conform to minimum requirements of
plainness and levelness of the code being
maximum 3 mm deviation anywhere under
a 3 metre straightedge.
Adjust subfloor levels as necessary, using
only highest quality concrete underlayments,
used strictly in accordance with the
manufacturer’s printed instructions.
Fix rubber underlay to concrete sub-base
utilising a waterproof polyurethane adhesive
system used strictly in accordance with
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Fix minimum thickness 18mm exterior
waterproof, structural grade plywood
through rubber underlay to prepared
concrete floor utilising a high quality
waterproof polyurethane adhesive system
in accordance with the manufacturer’s
printed instructions, leaving a 4mm joint
between sheets.
Mechanically fasten plywood sheets to
structural concrete using steel anchors of
sufficient length to achieve minimum of
50mm purchase into parent slab. (NOTE:
this means assessing thickness of any
topping or underlayment before selecting
choice of anchor length).
Strategically fix not less than 15 anchors
per sheet, with perimeter anchors set not
less than 50 mm from edge of sheets.
Pre-sand plywood as necessary to ensure
sub-base is clean and flat with flush joints.
For more technical advice, go to the
National Wood Flooring Association
of Australia’s website at nwfaa.org.au.
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BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Understanding dimensional
changes in timber
W

hen Australia was first colonised,
our forefathers found an abundant
building material in the ancient timbers
of local forests. The mature trees provided
a relatively stable timber, due primarily
to their age and stage of development
and also due to being native to the area.
Today the demands on our timber resources
are such that much of the timber used
around the country is derived from
plantation stocks, juvenile forests or lumber
imported from overseas – all of which
are factors that render the resulting timber
more vulnerable to dimensional change.
A critical factor in timber flooring
installation and problem-solving is an
understanding of the structure of timber
and its relationship with moisture. This
knowledge is fundamental to diagnosing

“A critical factor in timber flooring
installation and problem-solving is an
understanding of the structure of timber
and its relationship with moisture.”
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the cause and nature of dimensional
change in milled timber and is essential
when evaluating potential jobsites or
addressing timber-related floor failures.
Essentially, wood is made up of two
things: cellulose and water. The fibrous
cellulose cells – which look much like
drinking straws with the ends pinched
together – are bonded together in
overlapping strings by lignin, a polymer
in plant cell walls that gives the plant
rigidity and strength. The water embodied
in wood exists in both the cells and cell wall
structure. A living tree can contain between
95 to 200 percent water, depending on
species and the stage of development.
Newly cut logs also contain a high
percentage of water. As the wood cut from
these logs starts to dry out, the free water
contained in the cell cavities evaporates
until only the water bound in the cell
walls remains. This is known as the fibre
saturation point. Water loss will stop when
the moisture in the wood is in balance with
the humidity of the surrounding area – this
is known as equilibrium moisture content
(EMC). Moisture content is determined
by the ratio of the amount of water in
the unseasoned wood compared to
the weight of the kiln dried timber.
Timber flooring is seasoned – either
air-dried or kiln-dried to a moisture content
of between nine and 14 percent in
accordance with AS 2796. The seasoning
of timber is a delicate process, as the
ends and exposed outer surfaces of a
piece of wood loose moisture more rapidly
than the material at its core. This disparity
between exterior and internal moisture loss
can cause stress within the timber resulting
in end splits, surface checks and internal
checks, or honeycombing.
www.timbertradernews.com
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The problem of dimensional change
in timber is directly related to changes
in moisture content during the life cycle.
The degree to which a section of timber
will expand or contract when subject to
moisture change will also vary according
to the method of conversion. The large
majority of timber offered for decorative
flooring is plain sawn or flat sawn; the
boards are cut on a tangent to the growth
rings to reveal the distinctive figuring of
the grain; but this is not without its
disadvantages as illustrated in Australian
Standard AS 1684.2-1999 Appendix H
Timber Species and Properties which states:
H2.8 Column 8 – Tangential shrinkage
Average percentage shrinkage for tangential
direction only is given as these are normally
about double that of the radial shrinkage.
Shrinkage is the measure of the percentage
reduction in dimension from the unseasoned
to 12% moisture content condition.
H2.9 Column 9 – Unit Tangential
Movement (%)
The unit tangential movement is the
percentage dimensional change for each
1% moisture content change between
about 3% moisture content and the fibre
saturation point for the particular species.

For example, the percentage unit
tangential movement of Blackbutt is
0.37 percent per one percent change
in the moisture content of the timber.
Therefore a three percent change in
moisture from nine to 12 percent will
create approximately 1mm change in
the width of an 85mm wide board. While
it doesn’t sound like much, over 10 boards
it can add up to become a problem.
Given timber’s capacity to easily
absorb moisture from its surrounding
environment, the moisture content of
timber may change, increase or decrease
while in storage or when shipped from
one location to another. Therefore, an initial
conditioning period for the timber flooring
to equilibrate to its new environment and
intended application is essential. For this
reason the final acclimatisation of the
timber flooring must be carried out in
the proposed in-service area.
Dimensional changes in timber flooring
have always been at the forefront of
consumer issues. The main cause of this
is incorrect acclimatisation of the timber
(Australian Standard AS/NZS 1080.1 states
that at the time of installation the moisture
content of the flooring shall be within +/two percent of the expected EMC for the
area and proposed conditions during

“The problem of
dimensional change
in timber is directly
related to changes
in moisture content
during the life cycle.”

service), and consumer ignorance regarding
the need to maintain a stable environment
for the floor in service. The latter falls within
the head of contract’s duty of care to advise
and educate the end user regarding the
long-term care and maintenance of the floor.
When we understand that moisture
is an inherent and integral element in the
structure and development of the living
tree, it becomes easier to accept the cause
and impact of the dimensional change
that occurs in the process of milling and
seasoning timber for commercial use.
We should therefore not be surprised by
the movement we often witness in timber
flooring installations, given the potential
for variations in ambient humidity in service
post-installation. This knowledge should also
provide greater insight and understanding
that not all job sites are suitable for the
installation of timber flooring.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com

, too

“I have dealt with Framequip for many years. Their equipment and
machinery is heavy duty and robust enough to take the day-to
day-wear and tear that’s imposed by our framers. The equipment
is easy to operate, too, which makes training new people easier”.
GREG DOBSON
Custom Built Frames & Trusses

0423 732 275

rob@framequip.com.au
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AutoBuild
Safer, smarter, stronger
This month we profile a family business that has grown
from strength to strength over 40 years of business.

L

ang’s Building Supplies has grown from
a modest two-man operation in a small
yard at Springwood to the large, still family
owned and operated business it is today.
In the 1970s, Bob Lang, a qualified builder,
saw there was an opening for a supplier
with high standards in service and product
in south-east Queensland. Now employing
more than 250 people and operating from a
20 acre site at Yatala with a small fabrication
presence in Caloundra, the company
manufactures wall frames, roof and floor
trusses, aluminium windows as well

as suppling a full range of structural,
landscaping timbers and builder’s hardware.
General manger David Wuiske has
been working for the company for 20
years, and has over 40 years of experience in
the timber industry. Starting out at Lang’s as
the timber and hardware manager, he moved
on to operations manager before being
promoted to general manager nine years ago.
“There’s been a lot of change over
the past 20 years,” David says. “The drive
towards more prefabrication with better
technology has changed the business quite

“More
automation
is making
production and
building simpler
and safer.”
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a lot. When I joined Lang’s, only a small
percentage of frames were prefabricated
compared to the number of trusses. I’d say
no more that 20 percent frames to trusses,
but now more like 60 percent of the trusses
we produce would have pre-fab frames.
“We’ll definitely see more prefabrication
in the future – just look at products like floor
cassette systems and panelised walls. The
quality of these products has improved,
and what builders are looking for is more
consistent quality on site, ready to go.
Better technology and modern machinery is
making production of these products easier.”
The company runs a fleet of more 20
trucks and has patented an innovative
platform loading system for frames and
trusses to improve productivity and safety.
Lang’s use MiTek design and engineering
software and are in the process of updating
a lot of their equipment to take advantage
of improvements in this area. David believes
that the major developments in these
technologies is driving the industry.
“More automation is making production
and building simpler and safer. There’s a much
greater focus on safety now – the focus is not

Y

PLANX
sets the BENCHMARK
in Jigging Systems

MY

CMY

K

Matchpoint PLANX is a precision made fully automated jigging system designed to deliver
MGB0554-TT-PLX-2013

CY

optimum truss assembly output with minimum manual input. Matchpoint Planx integrates
seamlessly with MiTek’s OptiFlow paperless production system and Virtek laser systems,
further increasing productivity.

For more information about the Matchpoint PLANX System or any other MiTek products, call your local state office or visit: mitek.com.au
VIC (03) 8795 8888 NSW (02) 8525 8000 QLD (07) 3861 2100 SA (08) 8234 1326 WA (08) 9412 3534 New Zealand (09) 274 7109 Malaysia (603) 3176 7473
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just on production and output, it’s about safety
– produce more, and produce it more safely.”
There are big expansion plans underway
for Lang’s. A new 20-acre site in Caloundra
is currently in development, and is expected
to be in operation later this year. Bob also has a
similarly-sized site at Ipswich that’s going
through the town planning process at the
moment. And if you ask him, he’ll tell you
it can’t come quickly enough!
“I think it definitely won’t stop at three
sites,” David says. “Bob is totally committed
to the timber industry and he wants to grow
the business. As it’s a family business, we
all benefit and are very focused on success
– all profits go back into the business.“
“Bob is proud that Lang’s is a familyowned Queensland company. He supports
local community, PCYC youth projects and
Canefields clubhouse, helping disabled
workers get back into the workforce. Staff
training is important to him, too; we often
have in several trainees at any one time.”
The company is certainly a great example
of how investment in technology, staff and
community can help build a business that
benefits everyone. From such humble
beginnings, Lang’s certainly has the
potential to bring much more to the
table in the years to come.
For more about Lang’s Building Supplies
head to langs.net.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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A strong investment
XLam announces new cross laminated timber plant for Australia

A

The new facility will
be one of the most
technologically
advanced CLT
plants worldwide.

Facts
• 12,600m2 factory.
• 30 direct and 24 indirect jobs created.
• $10M invested in the factory,
$15M in equipment.
• In excess of 60,000m3 production
capacity.
• Fully automated mechanical
pressing facility.
• One of the most technologically
advanced CLT plants in the world.

Wall Panel Production Lines

ustralia’s first Cross Laminated Timber
(CLT) manufacturing plant will be built
by New Zealand-based engineered timber
company XLam in the Albury Wodonga
region, representing a $25 million
investment and creating 54 local jobs.
Announced in May, the high-tech
sustainable timber facility will produce
60,000m3 of CLT each year, which is enough
to construct the equivalent of
one Forte Melbourne – Australia’s
greenest apartment building – every week.
CLT is a high tech alternative to concrete,
made with sustainable plantation timber.
XLam has been manufacturing the
innovative and versatile building material
in New Zealand for five years and shipping
it to Australia, in competition with European
importers. The company has been assessing
possible Australian sites for the facility
over the last year, and has now selected
the Albury Wodonga region. Operational
mid-2017, the new facility will be the sole
manufacturer of CLT in Australia, and one
of the most technologically advanced
CLT plants worldwide.

XLam CEO Gary Caulfield has said that
the investment will be a game-changer
in the Australian market.
“For the first time, Australian builders
will be able to choose a CLT product that
is designed and made in Australia from
Australian timber, meeting a significant
demand in the current market,” he
says. “It’ll also mean that the jobs
and proceeds will stay in Australia,
rather than going back to Europe.
“By building this facility in Albury
Wodonga, we’ll be in easy reach of
Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra via
the road and rail networks, and from
there Australia-wide.
“We’re eager to work with the Albury
Wodonga communities to build an incredible
facility, and become an asset to the region.”

Automatic Truss System

Floor Cassette Systems

Construction timeline
• June 2016 – construction begins
• Jan 2017 – construction completion
• Mid-2017 – factory operational

Equipment for Prefabricated House Manufacturing.
Exclusively represented
in Australia & New Zealand
www.randek.com
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WHAT IS CLT?
Cross laminated timber (CLT) is like jumbo
sized plywood except that it uses timber
boards rather than peeled veneers for the
glued layers. CLT panels span and support
loads, and connect together to provide
a very strong and stable building system.
CLT is manufactured in a range of
thicknesses to suit floors, internal and
external walls and roofs. It may be utilised
as individual components or as a complete
structural system encompassing all of these.
CLT is particularly suited to compartmentalised buildings which have permanent
internal walls, such as single and multi-unit

residential buildings, schools, health
care facilities and commercial offices.
The XLam CLT pre-fabricated building
system offers dimensional precision and
a very speedy assembly at the site.
This allows rapid closing in of the building.
Compared with other forms of construction
CLT provides advantages of air-tightness,
thermal insulation, internal moisture
management, acoustic insulation and fire
resistance. CLT is widely used in Europe
for both residential and commercial
construction and is gathering strong
momentum in North America. Several
CLT projects are already built in Australia.

CLT is widely used
in Europe for both
residential and
commercial
construction.

Hardwood
The Proven Performer
DistributOrs OF:

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park Vic. 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack
Nick Arfaras
Glenn Lawrenson
Matt Leplaa

:
:
:
:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184
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F17/supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
supachord KD Hardwood
supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
supalam17 up to 7.2m
15/09/2014 11:04 am
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“We support you!”

GOLD SPONSORS

with Kersten Gentle

D
SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

For a full list of the conditions of
membership and a downloadable
application form visit:

www.ftmaaustralia.com.au
For more information contact
Kersten Gentle:

0418 226 242
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

uring the past quarter I have spent
a lot of time on the road visiting
plants in Western Australia, ACT and
Central/Northern Qld which – in my
opinion – is the best way to get a real
feel for how the industry is going and
what issues are being faced by fabricators.
Many issues were raised that were
state or regional specific, but one issue
that keeps raising its head is the issue of
skills shortage with regards to estimating
and detailing. I’m sure readers are sick
of reading about it! It’s like hearing about
our budget deficit – we know we have
one, but how are we going to fix it?
I have written before about exploring
new training options and creating the allimportant pathway from school to our
industry through pre-apprenticeships and
promoting our industry through career
seminars, etc. However, after one of
my recent trips I began to think about
how fabricators can, in the short term,
possibly help each other.
Some people say that nationally our
industry is booming at the moment, but
this is not necessarily the case. There
are some regions that are struggling big
time, but perhaps in these downtimes for
businesses they may be able to remotely
help other businesses who are obviously
not their immediate competitors.
For example, on a recent trip I came
across a business that was facing a crisis
with a desperate need for an experienced
detailer. The company had plans to bring
someone in and train them but in the short
term they needed someone yesterday.
Another plant I came across had an
abundance of qualified and experienced
estimators/detailers, however, at that time
work was slow and they were struggling
to find work to keep everyone busy. Can
you see where I’m going with this?
I’m sure this is happening in other areas
too, but the key to something like this
working is people knowing when you have
free time or, on the other hand, when you

Top: I paid a visit to the Dynamic Truss Design team while I was in Queensland (from left to right –
Steve Bishop, Robin Smith and Michael Ovenden.) Bottom: Scott Lingard and Ken Buchanan of
KB’s Pre-Nail Fabrication. Ken’s son works for him as a detailer remotely in the UK.
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desperately need assistance. Perhaps
the nail plate companies are the answer,
as they know their customers better
than anyone and could look into whether
this could actually work.
Everyone talks about offshore estimating,
but remote detailing is happening and does
work. Ken from KB’s Prenail Fabrication had
his son Chris working for him as a detailer
for eight years. Three months ago he moved
to the UK, but while he is looking for work
there, he’s still assisting his father with
the detailing by working remotely.
All I’m suggesting is that we look outside
the square with this issue, as easy solutions
could be right in front of you – and having
your nail plate company help you locate
a detailer to assist when times are tough
just might be the answer!
Another area where fabricators can look
outside the square – which in turn may
save time for fabricators – is engaging
a “solutions” person to do the site visits and
fix problems when they may arise.
I’ve raised this with fabricators and they
do say that they would prefer to pay their

“Now is the time to
look at your business
– to set it up for the
future – as changes
may be coming.”

own staff, but you have to think of what
your detailer could have been detailing
instead of being out on site – really, are you
saving money by sending your own staff?
Some plants I have spoken to have put
a lot of effort into defining the detailer’s
role to the core responsibility of detailing
and ensuring other jobs are passed on
to others where possible. For example,
does your detailer coordinate the delivery
when he finishes the job? If so why?
Can’t someone else do that, which
again ensures your detailer is focusing
on what he/she does best?
Many of you may already be doing
this, and I applaud you for that, but there
are some plants that still need to look
at streamlining processes and methods

that will improve efficiencies.
On many occasions I have spoken about
the AusIndustry Entrepreneurs Programme
which is an excellent way to have your
business undergo an independent business
evaluation, completed free of charge
through a Federal Government process.
Sometimes you need someone removed
from your business to look at it with fresh
eyes, and these Advanced Manufacturing
Business Advisers specialise in production
efficiency that can help your business.
For more information see business.
gov.au/assistance/entrepreneursprogramme. Fabricators and other
businesses within our industry that
have used this service have provided
feedback that it’s a worthwhile process.
Now is the time to look at your business
– to set it up for the future – as changes
may be coming. It’s important that your
business is ready for a changing market,
whether that’s changing the products you
manufacture, streamlining your business
processes or simply reaffirming your
current market.

For more information contact Kersten Gentle on 0418 226 242.

Mini 6
Wide enough to do most of your work and narrow enough that
you rarely need to climb up on the table!
Highly adaptable. You can use the machine to press either floor
trusses or standard trusses!

“The new Multinail Machinery Mini 6 we installed recently has
significantly increased our production capacity by removing any
small truss production from our main truss lines”

www.multinailmachinery.com
www.timbertradernews.com
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GN GUIDELINES

NO.229

ANOTHER MITEK ADVANTAGE – AUGUST 2016

By Daniel Heathershaw, IT Manager

Ransomware Part 2: Consequences
Make sure you have three copies
of all your data.
2. Store the copies on two different
types of media (USB and DVD,
for example).
3. Store one of the copies offsite,
for example at home in a safe,
or in a secure offsite facility.
• Educate your staff regularly on email
and internet safety. Create logical IT policies
and enforce them. If you can prevent the
Ransomware from ever getting installed
you have already won the battle.
A more sophisticated strategy can
be used by implementing a third party
Domain Name System (DNS) such as
OpenDNS. DNS is sometimes described
as the phonebook of the internet and is
used to convert human readable addresses
such as www.google.com into numerical
internet addresses that computers
understand, such as 216.58.199.78.
Without getting too technical, companies
such as OpenDNS maintain massive address
databases. OpenDNS handles something
like 50 billion DNS requests every day and
they use sophisticated techniques to
determine which addresses are used by the
Ransomware Controller servers. They then
block these addresses, so if your computer
gets infected it’s unable to connect back
to its Controller Server to retrieve an
encryption key. (See GN Guidelines in
the July issue of TimberTrader News for
a description of how Ransomware works).
1.

T

he consequences of a Ransomware
infection can be mild or they can be
extremely severe – severe enough that it
could potentially put you out of business.
If one unimportant computer becomes
infected and has its files encrypted, you
could probably continue working, but if that
computer is connected to a system critical
to your business, you could be in a lot of
trouble. How long could you work without
access to your financial systems or the
machinery used to cut and press trusses?
Even with today’s powerful computers, the
time to fully recover from a Ransomware
infection can range from days to weeks.
Aside from the monetary implications,
consider the damage to your reputation
as well. How would your customers react
if you can’t provide your normal service
to them, or if your systems – which
may contain their personal and financial
information – have been compromised?

HOW CAN YOU PREVENT
RANSOMWARE INFECTION?
Malware, and Ransomware in particular,
is constantly evolving and becoming
increasingly sophisticated, which makes

prevention very difficult, but there are
some simple strategies you can put in
place to reduce the risk.
• Make sure your all of your software is
up-to-date. Ransomware infects computers
by using security holes in software such
as Java, Adobe products and even the
Windows Operating System. Software
companies put out alerts and patch their
software on a regular basis, but end
users seldom apply the patches.
• Install some good Antivirus and
Antimalware software on all PCs, laptops and servers. There are software
packages that can make the management
of Antivirus and Antimalware easy.
• Remove Administrator rights for end
users if possible. This can prevent some
Ransomware from being installed. It won’t
stop everything, but it is best practice to
use a limited account whenever possible.
• Don’t enable Microsoft Office Macros.
With Macros disabled, certain Ransomware
cannot take hold.
• Back-up all of your important data!
Restoring data is a quick way to recover
from a Ransomware infection. A good
strategy to deploy is called the 3-2-1 Rule:

CONCLUSION
Computer security needs to be taken
seriously by all staff, from the top down,
especially in this day and age. Becoming
infected can have devastating consequences
for a small business, however if you have
the right security systems and policies
in place and educate your staff, you
can prevent infections or – at the very
least – reduce an infection’s effect.

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
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The team at Thor’s Hammer take their work seriously.
Pictured here with their boss, Thor Diesendorf
(wielding his hammer at the top!), this business
located in Australia’s capital Canberra are the experts
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

A

s I write on my laptop we are driving
through Central Australia. There’s not
much here. It’s flat and the roads don’t
bend. Buildings are few and far between.
The vegetation is sparse. There’s not an
animal to be seen; even roadkill is rare.
Life is simple; the buildings are simple,
the pace of life is slow and the people pretty
unsophisticated. The caravan parks are basic;
the camping areas are dust and the showers
are cold! So, in the spirit of my environment,
this article takes us back to basics.
Millions of dollars are spent in Australia
each year on the provision of designs,
material and installation of bracing walls
for houses. At a guess, about half of that
amount is completely wasted. Critical
elements are omitted in the design and
construction, which means that many
bracing walls are not structurally effective.
One of the primary reasons for these
omissions is a basic lack of understanding
as to why bracing walls are used and how
they work. I regularly inspect construction
where the bracing is not installed correctly.
And I have discussions with builders which
make it clear that they simply have no
understanding of how bracing walls work.
So, to the basics:
Imagine you cut the two ends out of
a shoebox. The remainder has no lateral
strength; it wants to distort sideways into
a parallelogram shape. Give it a nudge and
it will fall over. The same is true of houses –
they are a bunch of boxes with holes in
them for windows and doors. With too

The lack of correctly
installed fixings is why
so much of the money
spent on bracing walls
is effectively wasted!

many opening and not enough solid walls,
when wind gives them a nudge they can
fall over. The diagrams on this page show
a very basic house cross-section with
a lateral “racking” instability.
We provide walls that are strengthened
with steel straps or linings so that they
resist this tendency to distort into a
parallelogram. The calculations to determine
what bracing walls are needed are generally
well understood. But the steps that are
necessary to integrate these walls
effectively into the overall house
construction are not.
There is a saying: “a chain’s strength
is that of its weakest link”. In bracing wall
construction, the ceiling diaphragm must
link to the bracing wall and the bracing
wall must link to the floor. Miss one of
these basic links and the bracing chain
has no strength.
The cross-section diagrams show three
ways that even correctly designed bracing

walls can fail to perform. Diagram A shows
a bracing wall in a house construction.
Because a lack of a connection between the
roof and the bracing wall, the building can still
skew sideways and leave the wall behind.
Diagram B shows a bracing wall that’s
correctly fixed to the roof but not to the
floor. The wall slides over the floor.
And finally, Diagram C has correct fixings
at the roof and some fixings to the floor,
but without a fixing at the trailing edge,
the wall can rotate.
The fixings requirements for the tops
of bracing walls to stop these types of
premature failures are detailed in AS1684
section 8.3.6.9 and the bottoms in 8.3.6.10.
But on sites I see walls without structural
fixings at the top (standard metal internal
wall brackets are not adequate). I see
walls with only nominal fixings to the slab
or floor frame. And, even when there are
good connectors they are often not at
the wall ends which is critical to prevent
overturning failure type “C”.
The lack of correctly installed fixings
is why so much of the money spent on
bracing walls is effectively wasted! So,
some tips to help reduce your design’s
vulnerability to poor site practices:
Design the connections and provide
connection details in your drawings.
Put as much of the bracing as possible
in load-bearing walls which tend to
have better connections anyway.
Use more of the lower strength walls
rather than a few high strength short
walls so that more of the load can be
carried through the nominal fixings.
Train up your local building inspectors.
My beer is warm, I have spinifex stuck
in my hand and the car has a chipped
windscreen. My milk’s gone off and the
flies have carried away my steak. It’s
traveller’s hell. But at least somewhere,
maybe, there will be a better braced
house. That’s engineer’s heaven!

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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Razer V5 and S5 Linear Saws.
Leading the market in:

SAFETY
SIZE
SPEED
SUPPORT

Vekta Automation is a dynamic and
innovative Australian owned and
operated company specialising in the
Truss and Frame industry.
The Vekta Razer Line has the smallest
footprint of any linear saw and is helping
Australian businesses improve their
safety, efficiency and output.
If you have questions about automating,
trust VEKTA AUTOMATION to provide the
answers and SOLUTIONS.

find out more online: vekta.com.au
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B R A C I N G

S T R A P

What you SEE
is what you

GET

Some strap manufacturers aren’t game to put their name on their product…and for good reason! Using untested or generic
strapping could compromise the structural integrity of a building. MiTek’s Structural Bracing Strap is an Engineered
Building Product, designed and manufactured to meet, even exceed Australian Standards. That’s why builders looking

For more information about MiTek’s Structural Bracing Strap, other Engineered Building Products
or nearest stockist, call your local state office or visit: mitek.com.au

MGB0677

for a structural bracing solution should insist on the strap with the MiTek name…and ‘COMPLIANT’ stamped on it!

HOME OF GANG-NAIL BUILDING SYSTEMS
VIC (03) 8795 8888 NSW (02) 8525 8000 QLD (07) 3861 2100 SA (08) 8234 1326 WA (08) 9412 3534 New Zealand (09) 274 7109
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